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Babysitting: Fountain of Youth?
There’s a study that says too much babysitting can have a
negative impact on the health of grandparents who do it. Before
you say, “duh,” did you know that there’s a sweet spot between
no babysitting and too much babysitting that can increase your
lifespan?
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Published last year in Evolution & Human Behavior, the study was
a scientific analysis of the Berlin Aging Study (BASE), a longitudinal
survey tracking numerous data of adults over 70. BASE ran from
1990 through 2009.
The babysitting study, a transcontinental collaboration of scholars,
measured the effect of caregiving on the lifespan of older adults.
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Persist!

Improve Your Energy
& Health Numbers!
Attend the

Nutritional Weight
Loss Workshop
Sat. Oct. 21, 2017
9 am – 10 am

While researchers said that caregiving did not directly cause
an increased lifespan, the verified causes of mortality (such as
stress from the death of a spouse) can be blunted or avoided by
caregiving. Giving care in this study was defined as periodic, direct
care provided to children in the absence of the parent; or providing
material assistance to adult children.
And it’s not just caring for one’s own grandchildren that yielded
those effects. Providing care to others’ kids or even to peers
appeared to have the same effect.

Do you have difficulty
walking, jogging or
running because of pain
in your feet or ankles?
If so, attend the Fixing Foot Pain
workshop on Tues. Nov. 14, 2017,
6 pm – 7 pm. Learn what
noninvasive methods can be
used to treat the complicated
musculature of the foot, relieving
pain and restoring function. Call
Connie at (630) 964-4008 to
register.

Scientists use the phrase “grandma hypothesis” when discussing
this topic. They speculate that the prosocial behavior of caregiving
by grandmothers had evolutionary utility because it helped pass
down culture, contribute to the survival of families, and extend the
life span of the grandmothers themselves.

OTHER UPCOMING WORKSHOP DATES
Sat. Oct. 14: 10 am – 11:30 am

Introduction to The MELT Method

Wed. Oct. 18:
10:45 am – 11:45 am

Balance Dizziness and Falls
Prevention (at St. Andrew’s church)

Sat. Oct. 21: 9 am – 10 am

Nutritional Weight Loss

Tues. Oct. 24: 6 pm – 7pm

Computer Security 101/Be Your Own
Tech Support (Sue Martin, TMC2)

Sat. Nov. 4: 9 am – 10 am

Back Pain and Sciatica Workshop

Sat. Nov. 4: 10 am – 11am.

“What Happens After the Fall?”
(Michael Gonzalez, Home Helpers)

Pain Management Exercise

food she ate came straight from nearby
farms. “I am very lucky to know where
food comes from,” she says. She ate
fresh bacon and drank fresh milk, and her
grandparents taught her gardening. Also,
she developed a passion for baked goods
from a bakery near her primary school.
She would go during lunchtime and buy
melt-in-your-mouth pastries for five cents
a piece. It’s no wonder that she bakes her
own rye bread.

Instructor’s
Cooking Springs
from Nurture,
Necessity
Audra, one of our new Pilates instructors,
is crucial to our team. She is a certified
group fitness instructor, Zumba instructor,
and Peak Pilates instructor. In fact, this
month she will take an exam in pursuit of
the next level of her Pilates certification.
Audra is also quite the cook. She makes
homemade meals for her family as much
as possible, and it’s not just because she
loves to eat.
One of the reasons Audra cooks daily is
because that’s how she was raised. A
native of Joniskis, Lithuania, much of the

Another reason Audra is very hands-on
with cooking is more serious. Eight years
ago, her daughter was diagnosed with
Type 1 diabetes. The news startled and
upset the family. That was when “our
journey of finding answers on how to stop
disease began,” she says. “I found out and
realized so much about unhealthy food
and the type of junk that is sold at stores
and so on. This illness opened a new page
to a healthy way of eating.”
She and her oldest daughter tried veganism
and vegetarianism for two years, and her
daughter has fully adjusted to the lifestyle.
While Audra returned to eating meat,
she jokes about having an a ddiction to
vegetables. One traditional, vegetable
dish that Audra will be making this fall is
sauerkraut. The whole experience has
“made me and my family less picky and
more appreciative of simple, yet tasty food.”

Lumbar rotations can help ease
lower back pain. Here’s how to
do them.
1. Lie on back on flat surface
2. Bend knees, keeping feet flat
3. Slowly rotate legs/knees to one
side
4. Hold for 2 secs. (20 secs. for a
good stretch)

PTA Student on Rotation
Jill is the latest student on clinical
rotation at Be Fit. This is her first
round. Jill is training as a physical
therapist assistant at Fox College,
Tinley Park. She will finish her
18-month studies in March. Before
enrolling in Fox, she earned her
bachelor of science in kinesiology
from the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign. Jill studied
kinesiology because she loves
sports, having played softball and
basketball in high school. (She’s
nearly 6’ tall, y’all!) She fell in love
with the idea of pursuing physical
therapy in college. “I loved the
rehabilitative process,” she says.
“I loved having a hand in people’s
recovery.”

THE ULTIMATE MASSAGE TOOL
We use the MELT Method roller during physical therapy treatments as part of the
“Super 6” group of exercises, which help correct posture by working muscles
from the cervical spine to the hip.
The MELT roller is softer than other foam rollers, which is why we prefer it for
patients to lie on. The reason it’s softer is because it’s designed for compression
of knotted connective tissues that cause pain. Meanwhile, traditional foam rollers
restore blood flow to muscles during application of myofascial release techniques.
You can use the blue foam roller at home to complete (two of) the Super 6
(the hip flex and the shoulder protract); however, please ask us how to do the
exercises first.
You can also use this blue foam roller on various parts of the body to relieve pain.
Furthermore, applying MELT techniques before other activities such as massage
or exercise serves to enhance the effect of those activities.
Learn MELT techniques via book and workshops, all of which are at our clinic.
Call Mary at (630) 964-4008 to inquire about The MELT Method, the blue foam
roller, or a workshop, or email meltingwithmary@yahoo.com.

5. Return knees upright
6. Repeat steps 3 & 4 for alternate
side for one rep
7. Perform reps for 3 minutes
Stop exercise and seek medical/PT
advice if you have pain while doing
this exercise.

My PT Story: David
When I came to Be Fit it was the end
of an arduous journey to find the cause
and a solution to my persistent knee
pain and soreness. Before Be Fit I had
been to several doctors, including two
chiropractors, none of which could
identify what was wrong with me or
recommend any path toward recovery.
My first appointment started with exercise
assignments to identify the source of my
pain. I was very pleased with the way
Larissa explained my issues in a way
that I could understand, point out what
was wrong with the mechanics of my
leg movements, how it produced pain,
and what I needed to strengthen and
stretch to eliminate my pain and improve
my overall posture. Before I got to Be Fit
I could not run, CrossFit, bike or drive
without intense pain. Now I have my life
back, thanks Be Fit!

IT’S A GIRL!
Our physical therapist Larissa
delivered beautiful, baby girl Harper
Jade on Thurs. August 24th. Both
mom and baby are doing well. At 19
inches and 7 lbs. 1 oz., this bundle
of joy is Larissa’s first child! Natalie
gets to see her all the time, but we
can’t wait to meet her.

CONGRATULATIONS TO RICH, THE WINNER OF THE BE FIT T-SHIRT DRAWING FOR AUGUST!
Anytime you wear your Be Fit tee to any physical therapy, personal training, or Pilates
session, you can enter into our monthly drawing for a $25 gift card to any Lettuce
Entertain You restaurant. Winners will be drawn the first of every month. Please let us
know if you haven’t received your T-shirt.

